
A non-fiction text article
with differentiated questions

and a writing prompt.
NGSS Aligned

What makes
a good

sled dog?



Name _________________________ Date _____________

What makes a good sled dog?

Sled dogs are used to pull sleds in cold, arctic areas like
Alaska and Canada. In order to be a good sled dog, dogs
must have special adaptations. Adaptations are the special
traits that help animals live where they live. So what
adaptations does a sled dog need?

Sled dogs have to be able to live in a super cold place.
Most sled dogs, such as Siberian Huskies, have a double
coat. The outer coat keeps snow away from the body while
the inner coat is waterproof and traps in heat.  They even
have long, curled tails that they use to cover their feet and
nose when they curl up to sleep.

Sled dogs also must be able to travel long distances in
the snow while pulling heavy loads. Their feet are often
called “snowshoes” because they are large and have fur in
between the toes. This fur helps the dog be able to run on
the snow and ice and keeps the paws warm. Sled dogs have
strong muscles and great speed. They can run up to 28 mph!

In order to pull a sled together, sled dogs must be able
to get along with other dogs. Sled dogs are trained to run
together with their team. Teams of sled dogs have been
used to deliver mail, medicine,
supplies, and people!
They were even used
in World War II to
deliver supplies and
messages. Sled dogs
are still used today in
some arctic areas.
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Name _________________________ Date _____________

What makes a good sled dog?

Use the article to answer these questions.
Then      highlight     your evidence that

proves your answer.

1. What is special about a sled dog’s coat? 

a.) It has special colors.            b.) It soaks up water.
c.) It has two layers.                 d.) It attracts snow.

2.   Where are sled dogs used?

a.) In tropical areas                  b.) In arctic areas
c.) In rainforests and jungles    d.) In desert areas
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3.   How fast can sled dogs run?  _____________________

4. Why do sled dogs have long, curled tails?

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

5.   Why do the sled dogs’ paws have fur in between their toes?

____________________________________________________

_______________________________________________
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What makes a good sled dog?

Use the article to answer these questions.
Then      highlight     your evidence that

proves your answer.

1. What is special about a sled dog’s coat? 
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3.   How fast can sled dogs run?  ___________ mph

4. Why do sled dogs have long, curled tails?

Sled dogs have long, curled tails so they can cover

their ____________ and ____________ when they curl up.

5.   Why do the sled dogs’ paws have fur in between their toes?

The paws on sled dogs have fur between their toes

to help them ______________________ and

_____________________.



What makes a good snow dog?
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What breed do you think makes
the best snow dog? Why? 
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Pretend that you are a snow dog.
Describe a journey that you took

with your sled team.
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Answer Key

What makes a good sled dog?

Use the article to answer these questions.
Then      highlight     your evidence that

proves your answer.

1. What is special about a sled dog’s coat? 

a.) It has special colors.            b.) It soaks up water.
c.) It has two layers.                 d.) It attracts snow.

2.   Where are sled dogs used?

a.) In tropical areas                  b.) In arctic areas
c.) In rainforests and jungles    d.) In desert areas
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3.   How fast can sled dogs run?  28 mph

4. Why do sled dogs have long, curled tails?

Sled dogs have long, curled tails so they can cover

their feet/paws and nose when they curl up.

5.   Why do the sled dogs’ paws have fur in between their toes?

The paws on sled dogs have fur between their toes

to help them run on snow/ice and keep the paws

warm.
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